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S  on Drinking

Since May , six excerpts (“Recipe,” “Sonnet of Addressing Oscar
Wilde,” “Triple Sonnet of the Plush Pony Pt ,” “Reticent Sonnet,” “Sonnet Isolate,” and “Drop’t Sonnet”) from Anne Carson’s “Possessive Used
As Drink (Me)” have been installed as a curated series on the University
of Michigan’s Play Gallery website. According to Carson, when she was
commissioned by Harvard University to write a lecture on pronouns, she
penned the sonnet sequence that serves as the backbone of this performance event. Although Carson’s use of the term “sonnet” privileges the
literary, the event that unfurls in the virtual gallery space celebrates the
operatic potential of interdisciplinary collaboration. e process of creative interventions involved in the creation of “Possessive Used As Drink
(Me)” certainly embodies the kind of interdisciplinarity Linda Hutcheon
has identified as inherently operatic: the performance is the product of
the “collaborative work of a librettist [Carson], who writes the dramatic
or poetic text, and a composer [Stephanie Rowden], who sets that text
to music, and a host of other artists [three dancers from the Merce Cunningham Dance Company], whose task is to bring the dramatic texts (the
libretto and the score) to life on the stage” (). As embodied, time-based
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events in word, sound, and movement, Carson’s sonnets, moreover, represent opera as a performative text through which writing and reading,
listening and looking, doing and un-doing, meaning and mis-understanding decline to the same verb: drink.
To drink is a particularly apt metaphor for the operatic event: as a verb,
it privileges both the eye and the ear and thus can be used to illustrate a
syncretic experience of visual spectacle and spoken word. To drink is the
physical act of swallowing a liquid. To drink is a physical sensation, an
immediate experience, the act that occurs before digestion, before the
liquid is processed into smaller components the body can use. To drink is
also, in the Shakespearean sense, a mental act of listening, gazing upon,
or contemplating with rapture or eager delight: “My ears have not yet
drunk a hundred words of thy tongue’s uttering” (II.ii.). To drink
drink, then,
is also a romantic act, an intoxicating experience involving the ears, the
eyes, and the nose, as well as the mouth, in the transformation of physical
sensations into emotional responses. To drink is operatic in its potential
for melodrama: the risk of being overwhelmed, of sucking in the landscape
in its entirety and drowning.
As a way of experiencing language, moreover, to drink represents an
ecstatic recuperation of the relationship between reader and text. As the
thing that is drunk (in the double sense), the text becomes—rather than
a solid, enduring artifact—a substance that can’t keep its own shape, that
adapts to fit its container, that flows through holes and is subject to “waterslide … plummet sheer descent amnesia vertical dive this fast drainpipe
… this streaming downspout” (Carson “Drop’t Sonnet”). e reader, as
the one who drinks, is changed by the act and thus is, in turn, drunk. e
performance, in other words, “drinks” its reader. As subject and object of
performance’s transformative potential, both text and reader belong, as
Carson recognizes, in parenthesis: “Drink (Me).”

Short Talk on Operas and Outlaws

In contrast to the melodramatic potential of “drink,” life on Carson’s
operatic stage is minimalist and markedly un-spectacular. ree dancers
(two women and a man) in non-descript, androgynous, identical costumes
move methodically across a cool, ultra-clean, ultra-modern, Beckett-esque
stage while, somewhere offstage and beyond the camera’s gaze, the poet
reads her sonnets in a sonic landscape that is stark and suburban: elevator
bells, a sporadic typewriter, creaking door hinges, and chairs scraping the
floor. Neither stage nor dancers nor speaking voice are “dressed up”: their
performances, though polished, have a quality of the everyday—that un | Carr

composed, anonymous, un-fixable performance we re-iterate unwittingly,
in accordance with the assumed social norms.
Michael Hutcheon has argued that opera affirms the status quo as it
exists in the particular historical moment that corresponds to either the
opera’s conception or to its reception. Carson’s opera, in contrast, contaminates rather than affirms cultural values. Dancers walk rather than
dance in costuming that is, as I have mentioned, gender ambiguous. e
juxtaposition of noise and silence creates what is ostensibly the music of
this opera. And, not surprisingly, Carson’s sonnets concern themselves
with what pronouns do not do rather than do. Absence accrues significance and, as Carson writes, “there is a lowering of arms, a thinning of air
inside the whole system, a slipping away of prefixes and wisdom” (“Drop’t
Sonnet”). As the framework for linguistic signification thins and slips, the
operatic text takes on performative potential: to negotiate “between doing
(a reiteration of norms) and the thing done (discursive conventions that
frame our interpretations)” (Diamond ). Such negotiations, according to
Elin Diamond, generate cultural critique by revealing social constructions
(such as gender) as inherently unstable temporalities tenuously constituted
by the stylized repetition of acts that are authentic/legible only within
pre-scribed social frameworks.
Carson’s sonnets, in fact, stage the strategies of reception, intervention,
and interpretation involved in performative, writerly acts of reading. Productive and re-generative, this kind of reading operates outside the social
framework of passive consumption and private ownership. is kind of
reading, moreover, affirms Roland Barthes’s vision of the writerly text as
one that re-figures a new kind of relationship between writer, reader, and
text in which the doer both constitutes and is constituted by the deed.
According to Carson, in response to her text, experimental sound artist
Stephanie Rowden composed and recorded a score and three dancers
from the avant-garde Merce Cunningham troupe improvised choreography, which video artist Sadie Wilcox edited to fit the sound score (Carson
“Artist’s Notes”). Each reading is thus performative: doing and un-doing,
not so much replacing one interpretation with another as suggesting that
interpretation is itself a process of accumulation, of excavating possible
meanings from the sediment of the original text. Rowden reads and composes. e dancers listen and improvise. e video artist records and edits.
e text acts as both subject and object of the artist’s gaze and, as it looks
simultaneously forward and backward, tests not only what is read-able
but also, and more importantly, what it means to read.
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Reading, in this textual event, is neither a process of signification nor
a product of signification. Reading, rather, is an event: a performance of
the in-determinate, un-fixable stages when anything is possible and everything is potential—as Carson writes, “raw block art out of a fog of meaning still damp” (Carson “Isolate”). Reading is neither passive nor socially
constrained; reading, rather, is heroic and outlaw, an autonomous act in
which the reader is freed to flaunt cultural taboos, dabble in improper
expression, resist cultural coherence, be excessive and transgressive, and
experiment in dirt.

Short Talk on Dirty Dancing

In Carson’s essay “Dirt and Desire,” dirt is a “poached egg on the floor of
the Reading Room of the British Museum” ((Men ). In “Possessive Used
As Drink (Me),” dirt is an element one might use “to burn the pronoun
off one’s lips” (“Recipe”). Either way, dirt is a matter of illegibility and
inaudibility: something excluded that, by crossing boundaries, confounding categories, and mixing up forms, contaminates culturally determined
conventions and thwarts linguistic signification (Men ). Dirt is matter
misbehaving, matter at play, matter at once meaning-ful and meaning-less,
and, most importantly, matter reinscribing the discourses by which it is
named. Dirt, in other words, is a kind of drag.
Esther Newton has argued that drag is a “double inversion that says
‘appearance is an illusion.’ Drag says ‘my “outside” appearance is feminine,
but my essence “inside” is masculine’ ” (). And vice versa. In Carson’s
sonnet sequence, drag goes even further to say that, though my “outside”
appearance is feminine, my essence “inside” is neither feminine nor masculine. e women’s hair is cropped short, their faces are unpainted, and
they are clothed virtually identically to the man: in solid-coloured shorts
and tank tops of precisely the same cut. Although costume is one of the
discourses that traditionally maintains the boundaries of the body and
institutes social taboos about its proper expression (Douglas ), costuming
in “Possessive Used As Drink (Me)” is markedly non-representative: it does
not convey the sense of any historical figure, emotional situation, fictional
narrative, or intellectual idea that might be used to interpret the dancers’
bodies. Rather, the dancers’ clothing blurs the boundaries between bodies
and disrupts their legibility as gendered.
Despite the gender-ambiguous performance of their clothing, the
dancers’ bodies are in fact distinguishable as gender identities and quite
clearly anatomically sexed: her body tapers from hips to waist while his leg
is covered with coarse hairs and tapers into buttocks. e performance
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of drag thus, as Judith Butler argues, plays upon the tensions between
corporeality’s three dimensions: anatomical sex, gender identity, and gender performance (). is tension underscores the constructed status
of sexual difference and exposes that construction’s tenuous ground and
inherent, un-fixable dirtiness ().
In “Possessive Used As Drink (Me),” sexual difference is made even
more tenuous and illegible by the choreography of the dance. Although
they are physically masculine and feminine, the bodies do not engage in
prescribed roles of the traditional dance—the woman leaping into the
man’s outstretched arms as he hoists her up, suspended mid-leap, for
example. In this dance there is no sense of man as dancer (active agent) and
woman as danced with (passive object). e three dancers, rather, make
isolated, nondescript movements a man or woman might make an infinite
number of times in the course of his or her life: walking, rocking, reclining,
rolling. ere is no crisis of contact, and there are no gendered motions.
ese bodies, in fact, do not appear to be dancing together at all: everyone
is a soloist, body parts performing in arbitrary juxtaposition: centre-stage
a pair of arms (a woman’s, bare, white) embrace empty air, a body (thickly
muscled, masculine) log-rolls upstage, a foot (petite, feminine) on tiptoe
attempts to balance, an arm (hairy, a man’s) swings like a pendulum, and
finally five lonely fingers (finely boned, feminine) count to five.
is kind of choreography is Merce Cunningham at his best: the dancers are “discrete” and “self-containing surfaces” and “patterning (when it
does occur) is impersonal and asexual” (Copeland ). Instead of creating
meaning by placing bodies in dialogue with each other, the choreography
creates meaning through the bodies’ failures to use movement to either
tell a story or create a landscape of human emotions. Wavering between
coherence and non-sense, the geography of the body is re-figured as dirt:
in-stable, improper, un-coherent.

Short Talk on Risky Freedoms and Overcast Seams

On the stark, ascetic space of Carson’s stage there are no visual contexts
with which to “clean up” the body. Rather, the stage stubbornly resists the
transformation of space into place. According to Alan Gussow, “[P]lace is
a piece of the whole environment that has been claimed by human feelings” (). In contrast to place, which is intelligible and operates within
comprehensible discursive frameworks, space is an outlaw: disorganized,
unordered, unclaimed, a-morphous. Geographer Yi-Fun Tuan argues that
“Place is security, space is freedom; we are attached to one and long for
the other” (). In space, there is no gravity tying us down, there are no
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boundaries telling us when to stop, where we can and cannot go. Space is
not just a freedom; it is a risky freedom that, lacking the proper interpretive frameworks, dares us to read outside social norms.
e intermittent ringing in “Reticent Sonnet,” for example, might be
interpreted as a telephone or an alarm clock or even a shop bell. Without
the object itself on stage, within the camera’s gaze, the ambient noise
teeters on the verge of communication, challenging interpretation. e
reader is thus shocked from simply hearing (a mechanical, physiological,
and non-interpretive act) to actually listening (a cognitive, psychological,
and interpretive act). Rather than reacting out of habit, the reader must
ask, as John Cage writes, “[I]f sounds are noises but not words are they
meaningful?” ().
Like the body, meaning in “Possessive Used As Drink (Me)” is insubordinate and difficult to “clean up.” e interplay between texts (written,
spoken, and embodied) is particularly elliptical and non-representative:
one art form is superimposed upon another, each paradoxically accompanying and yet not accompanying the other. e sonnets do not inscribe
a narrative arc for the music. e music does not create, as Erwin W.
Straus argues it ought, a space for the dance (–). Nor does the dance
move within the music. Rather, the competing visual and aural contexts
transform and deform each other, creating a geography of overcast seams
(Derrida ).
Roger Copeland has argued that this kind of intentional dis-unity
prevents readers “from passively absorbing (or being absorbed into) the
spectacle around them” (). Readers, instead, can radically alter their
mode of perception by choosing when to listen and where to look: when
“to ‘background’ or ‘turn off ’ a sound so as to focus more intently on the
dance or vice versa” (Copeland ). Each reading is an in(ter)vention: a
stage in the evolution of the emotional and narrative landscape of the
text. e process of collaboration thus extends from the ostensible writers—Carson, Wilcox, Rowden, and the Merce Cunningham dancers—to
include the readers, whose interventions are no less significant and no
more temporary than the original artists’. Disjunction, disunity, and, yes,
dirtiness allow the performance to exceed even Barthes’s vision of the
writerly text “endlessly open” to intellectual engagements (Pollock );
the performance, more importantly, invites the reader into a material
encounter with the “stuff ” of creation.
Each reader, in fact, re-performs the videographer’s task: editing,
selecting, framing, superimposing, producing, and reproducing the
performance. Since the printed text is literally absent, readers can radi | Carr

cally alter their perception of the work by choosing when to insert line
breaks and how to shape stanzas. In “Recipe,” for example, the words in
the paratactic sequence “He hers himself she his herself me mine” shift
from one part of speech to another depending on where line breaks are
placed. “He hers himself / she his herself / me mine myself ” translates
“hers,” “his,” and “mine” from possessive pronouns to verbs, actions rather
than ownerships. ese line breaks perform a kind of drag, suggesting that
there is something feminine—“hers”—involved in the process of becoming masculine—“himself ”—as well as something masculine—“his”—in
the process of becoming feminine—“herself.” e process of becoming
“myself,” in contrast, relies solely on “me” and resists the incorporation of
the not me. Both the third-person gendered selves and the first-person
ungendered self are, moreover, transferable and contingent, both a means
and an effect of the verb.
In contrast, “He hers / himself / she his / herself me / mine myself ”
restores the possessive pronouns to their proper grammatical functions,
emphasizing ownerships rather than actions. Without verbs to indicate
a doing, the relationships between genders and between first and third
person seem static, pre-determined, and non-negotiable. e speaker’s
flat, matter-of-fact, un-dramatic narration fails to distinguish beginnings
and endings by any sort of tonal inflections. erefore, either (or possibly
another) reading is equally plausible. Any sense of meaning is fragile and
contingent, susceptible to “imperfect, inexpert repetition, revision, replay
and remand” (Pollock ).
Reading “Possessive Used As Drink (Me)” is thus a matter of perspective, of idiosyncratic moments of individual ownership. Each reading is,
as Peggy Phelan writes, a generative and hopeful misunderstanding and
an opportunity for conversing about how meaning might be constructed
(). It is a chance to step outside the rigid framework of narrative and
argument and into the inviting nothing-ness of space to remember what
it was like to experience the text.

Short Talk on Hybridity as Pastiche in the Original
French Sense: Made Up of Fragments Pieced Together
Gregory Ulmer has acknowledged that all reading, “of course, involves
the reader’s production of signification to some degree; the point is that
such production is too often routine and disciplined by pre-established
and inflexible protocols” (). Ulmer’s use of the word “production” is
significant; the problem with pre-established protocols is that they limit
reading to a goal-oriented act. Carson’s definition of the sonnet in “Sonnet
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Isolate” parodies this kind of reading: the sonnet is “a rectangle upon the
page,” which “Your eye enjoys … in a ratio of eight to five.” e sonnet is
a one-dimensional construct, a purely visual artifact, a simple geometry.
Since Carson purports to be writing about pronouns, the play on eye / I
is particularly significant. Both “eye” and “I” have a privileged legacy in
the history of the sonnets: the eye as the organ that performs the act of
reading and the I as the intelligence that performs the act of writing. In
Carson’s sonnet, neither the “eye” nor the “I” is privileged; both waver on
the brink of failed signification (fragmentation / absence).
e speaker, for example, is completely lacking in the kind of virtuoso
technique often associated with performance poetry. Instead, Carson’s
poetic text hangs tonelessly in a landscape of banal noises. Similarly, while
the controlled motions of the dancers demonstrate a practiced technique,
the motions themselves are neither virtuoso nor extraordinary. ey are
movements without emotion, movements that refuse to engage in the
rituals of body language, movements that, quite simply, move. Poised on
the threshold of legibility, meaning is constructed not from the text but
despite the text.
Meaning is a pastiche, then, not in the contemporary sense of “an
extended imitation of the style of a single artist or writer” but, rather,
in the original sense of “a composition made up of fragments pieced
together” (Saunders ). Because it is composed of fragments (dis-unities),
pastiche dis-places the reader’s focus to what is not present: into Charles
Olson’s “between” (), John Cage’s “importance of being perplexed” (),
and Rosmarie Waldrop’s “spark given off by the edges” (). Pastiche is
more than parody; pastiche is a risky interrogation into the politics of
perception, questioning not only who perceives but, more importantly,
how perception happens. Signification is thus revealed as “one part of a
system that argues with shadow like Venetian blinds” (Carson “Reticent”),
not simply put forward but emerging from “possibility rather than fact, a
figure of relation emerging from between lines of difference” (Pollock ).
In this system of signification, meaning is pure participial, an exercise in
the perpetual present tense.
e performance’s virtual home makes this kind of endurable present
literally possible. As the circular arrow and re-play icon that appear after
the performance suggest, in the electronic space of the internet, past and
future dissolve to the same noun. Temporality is unveiled as tenuous and
contingent, a social construction, a mere phantasm attempting to mark
the space of reality into place. Re-play confuses the attempt at distinction:
if a performance can be replayed, the event has already happened but,
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because it will happen again, also hasn’t yet happened. Progression, as the
circularity of the arrow indicates, fails: the beginning is the same as the
ending, and therefore only repetition is possible. As a cybertext, Carson’s
lecture thus underscores the performance’s ability to generate its own
temporality rather than the other way round. Hopeful, subjunctive, as is,
temporality is a necessary fiction: though a useful tool in our attempts to
re-organize the raw material of experience into neat categories with clearcut edges, linear time is–like the act of reading–uncertain, provisional,
volatile, if-clause.

Short Talk on Increasingly Relevant Questions

“Possessive Used As Drink (Me)” is a pastiche of un-certain, provisional,
in-subordinate acts. e rigid framework of the sonnet is literally absent.
As a “lecture,” the argument is frustratingly opaque and audience interactive. e stage is bare space rather than a place. Drag posits genderlessness rather than a reversal of genders. As a cybertext, the performance
communicates without “destiny” or “destination” and is addressed only
“to whom it may concern” (Ulmer ). Even the words themselves are
shadow-y, fragments of their former selves, reduced to mere sounds. is
shift from presence (product) to absence (process) performs an “important, dangerous, and difficult” intervention (Pollock ) into the twentieth
century tradition of passive consumerism. As Cunningham has argued,
it is essential that “at this point in time—we disconnect, at least as long
as we live in a society whose perceptual habits have been conditioned by
commercial television where the boundaries between the most diverse
phenomena begin to break down and become blurred” (quoted in Copeland ). It is essential, in other words, that we begin to understand how
things are made, how creative works construct potential realities from the
raw stuff of life, why a particular social fiction becomes un-necessary, and
when it is time to ask the increasingly relevant questions of who speaks
and for whom. It is time for hazarding risky freedoms and undertaking
the dangerous, hopeful acts of outlaw, dirt, and drag. It is time to refigure
ourselves as young Romeos, with an insatiable thirst for the impossible,
as “Adonis or Marcel Duchamp, settling in to … this raw block cut out of
a fog of meaning still damp” (Carson “Sonnet Isolate”). It is time, o generous reader, to see change not as a loss but rather, as Carson writes, as
a kiss or a hyphen, the chance to toboggan slide plummet parachute cry
out resist possession.
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